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PERIOD
August 31st – September 11 th, 2020

TOPIC

The Workshop will work about the topic:
Po River Regained, The New Piacenza
Landscape. In Piacenza the different
landscapes of the Po river can trigger
innovative social and cultural processes
capable of reactivating today the memory
of the river, composite and rooted in an
ancient past. But they can also become
both places able to qualify the supply of
spaces and equipment for leisure, and
places for the protection of bio-diversity,
effective in contrasting the phenomena of
degradation of the ecological systems.

PROGRAM

Students will participate daily in design
ateliers where, in groups, they will
design a project under the close
supervision of experienced founders and
partners of renowned architectural
firms.
Interaction and work will be possible
through a digital platform which will let
individual and collective exchanges, in
different channels, according to a precise
calendar. The platform will also serve as
a collector of documents, in order to
stimulate sharing of drawings and
materials all along the workshop
activities.

The platform is intended as an active
24/7 workshop’s hot-spot and it will
contain also some public areas where
everybody can enter and see the work-in-
progress.

METHOD

Divided into groups, participants
(students from 3rd year Bachelor and
from 1st-level Master, selected through
curriculum and portfolio) will be asked to
design a floating pavilion on the river Po,
intended as a small narrative museum
that represents, also through the use of
multimedia installations, the most
significant elements of the changing,
complex and stratified relationship
between the river, the city and its
territory.

There will be two intertwining lines of
action the design groups are called to
deal with:

Line 1: contents and narrative structure
of the multimedia part of the project,
which could be translated into a web-
site;

Line 2: the architecture of the floating
pavilion, an "immersive" experience that
defines the physical space of the small
museum of narration in the landscape of
the river, between inside and outside.

CFU

At the end of the workshop, the School
will release a participation certification.
For the students enrolled in a Bachelor’s
degree and Master in Architecture from
the School of Architettura Urbanistica e
Ingegneria delle Costruzioni of the
Politecnico di Milano it will corrispond to
6 CFU , which can be used as the
internship credits required for
graduation or as elective courses.

The traditional International 3-weeks-long Summer School -
organized by POLIMI Piacenza Campus and its Master in
Sustainable Architecture and Landscape - is a new form of
Landscape, Urban and Architectural Design Workshop which –
because of the health emergency – will be set on TEAMS
virtual platform, in its 1st edition.



SCHEDULE

Throughout the 2 workshop-weeks a
dense series of lectures and seminars
will be given by internationally renowned
architects and professors about the main
topics in the field of Landscape and
Architecture Design the LOL workshop
wants to stress.

Day #1 _31.08.2020
10 am workshop opening
02 pm atelier
06 pm lecture#1

Day #2 _01.09.2020
10 am atelier
02pm atelier

Day #3_02.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm atelier
06pm mid-term discussion #1

Day #4_03.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm atelier
06pm lecture#2

Day #5 _04.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm atelier

Day #6_05.09.2020
10am mid-term discussion #2
02pm atelier

Day #7 _07.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm atelier
06pm lecture#3

Day #8_08.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm atelier

Day #9_09.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm atelier

Day #10 10.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm atelier
06pm lecture#4

Day #11 11.09.2020
10am atelier
02pm final presentation
06pm final ceremony

APPLICATION AND FEE

Selection of participants is through
digital application of a brief curriculum
vitae and a portfolio (highlighting didactic
and professional experiences in the
workshop topics: design of museums
and regeneration of waterfronts).

Application deadline is July 5th, 2020. By
July 12th registration in the program will
be notified by e-mail.

For POLIMI students attending LOL
workshop is free of charge. For students
from other Italian and International
schools the fee is 180€, to be paid with a
bank transfer which modalities will be
communicated via email.

Link for application:
www.intschool.polimi.it.

DIRECTION AND BOARDS

Direction_Sara Protasoni

Coordination _Chiara Locardi, Michele
Roda, Sara Anna Sapone

Registration office_Anna Solimando

Executive Board_Marco Mareggi, Andrea
Oldani, Matteo Poli

Design Ateliers Leaders
_MoDus Architects (Sandy Attia, Matteo
Scagnol)
_Nowa (Marco Navarra, Maria Marino)
_APS Landscape (Valerio Morabito)
_De Molfetta&Strode (Hope Strode,
Federico DeMolfetta)

Lecturers
_James Corner (James Corner Field
Operations)
_Adriaan Geuze (West8)
_Mario Suñer (Battle i Roig Arquitectura)
_Philippe Rahm
_Gareth Doherty

INFO
lol@polimi.it


